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Abstract. In this paper, we first propose an e-voting system with a
ballot-cancellation property. The existing voting systems had overlooked
about the ballot-cancellation property. There is the reason that the ballot
is cancelled according to an election law. Usually, the absentee voter casts
a ballot before election day. If the absentee voters which cast a ballot die
or lost the right of casting the ballot before election day, the cast ballots
should be cancelled according to the election law. Cramer et al. proposed
a very efficient multi-authority election schemes which guarantee privacy,
robustness, and universal verifiability at Eurocrypt’97. Yamaguchi et al.
pointed out that the e-voting system based on multi-party has much com-
puting resources, and proposed the two-centered e-voting protocol based
on r-th residue encryption and RSA cryptosystem. However, their system
is just yes-no voting. First, we analyze whether these e-voting schemes
can be applied to the ballot-cancellation scheme or not. Second, we pro-
pose a 1-out-of-L e-voting based on Yamaguchi et al.’s scheme. Finally,
we extend this 1-out-of-L e-voting to the ballot-cancellation scheme.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

A voting has been used as the most important means in democratic decision-
making. The conventional voting has a few problems such as manpower, time,
and money. To overcome these problems, many e-voting systems [4, 2, 5, 6] based
on cryptography techniques have been proposed. However, most of proposed
e-voting systems had overlooked about a ballot-cancellation property. Many re-
searchers think that there are not reasons to be cancelled the ballot in e-voting
systems. We introduce the reasons as follows.
Case 1. Under the special condition which the right of casting the ballot is elec-
tion day, if an absentee voters die or lost the right of casting the ballot before
election day, then the ballots of the absentee voters should be cancelled.
Case 2. It can be found a substitute vote or an illegal vote by a voter.
Case 3. It can be found a substitute vote by a malicious election committee.
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Case 2 and Case 3 can be happened by the defect of the e-voting system. We
concentrate on Case 1. Case 1 is related to the right of casting the ballot. The
right of casting the ballot is different by the election law. The right of casting
the ballot is divided to two; the voting point and election day. In the case of the
former (i.e.,Japan’s election law), it is required the ballot-cancellation scheme
for the successful e-voting (See table 1). Usually, the absentee voter casts a ballot
before election day. If the absentee voters which cast a ballot die or lost the right
of casting the ballot before election day, the cast ballots should be cancelled ac-
cording to the election law. For the secure ballot-cancellation property, we need
the following conditions .
- Privacy When the ballot is cancelled, everyone should not know the voting
content.
- Verifiability Everyone can check whether or not the ballot is cancelled correctly.

Table 1. Ballot-cancellation scheme by the right of casting the ballot

The right of casting the ballot Ballot-cancellation property

Election Day Necessary

A voting point Unnecessary

1.2 Cryptographic preliminaries

1.2.1 Extended homomorphism property based on r-th residue en-
cryption
We extend the homomorphism property of r-th residue encryption in order to
apply to ballot-cancellation e-voting. We can define E(m− n) as follows.

E(m− n) = {E(m)/E(n)}xr mod N

For example, we define E(m) and E(n) as follows.

E(m) = ymxr mod N , E(n) = ynxr mod N , (m > n).

Then,

E(m− n) = ym−nxr mod N ,
E(m)/E(n) = (ymxr mod N)/(ynxr mod N)

= ym−nxr mod N

Therefore, E(m− n) = {E(m)/E(n)}xr mod N

1.2.2 L possibilities for discrete logarithm and for r-th residue encryp-
tion

L possibilities for discrete logarithm
In a 1-out-of-L e-voting system, a voter should prove his vote is one among
L possibilities. In the case of the 1-out-of-L e-voting system based on publicly
verifiable secret sharing scheme [7], it uses the following proof.

– The voter Vi casts his vote vi from the set {M0,M1, ..., ML−1}, where M is
the number of voters.
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– He distributes the secret gsi among the authorities and publishes the value
Ui = gsi+vi . The proof of

logG(GC0) = loggUi ∨ logG(GMC0) = loggUi... ∨ logG(GML−1
C0) = loggUi

, where C0 = Gsi is published as a part of distribution protocol. The au-
thorities decrypt the value

∑
vi using homomorphic property.

L possibilities for r-th residue encryption
We propose L possibilities for r-th residue encryption as follows.

– Suppose that a voter chooses his vote mi from the set {G1, ..., GL} which
are generators of N2 and 0 ≤ G1, ..., GL < r. {G1, ..., GL} of L possibilities
are encrypted to {Z1, ..., ZL}, where Zi ≡ ymixr

i mod N2 .
– The voter proves that his vote is one of the set

logy(ZiS/R) = logy(Z1S/R)∨, ...,∨logy(ZLS/R)

,where S = sr
i , R = xr

i mod N2, and si(∈ N2) is a random number.

By L possibilities for r-th residue encryption, the voter can prove the validity
of his voting without revealing his voting. Table 2 shows the proof of validity of
the ballot for 1-out-of-L e-voting based on double-encryption.

Table 2. Proof of validity of ballot

Prover P Verifier V

Ci ≡ GZi mod p0,
where Zi ≡ ymixr

i mod N2

t ∈R Z∗N2

t
←−

T ≡ y−mitr mod N2

T̃ = GT mod p0

W = TZi mod N2 T̃ , W
−→

GW ?
=CiT̃

1.3 Our contribution

First, we check whether Cramer et al.’ s scheme and Yamaguchiet al.’ scheme
can be applied to the ballot-cancellation property or not. In conclusion, Cramer
et al. ’s scheme has the ballot-cancellation property. The proof of validity of the
ballot on each ballot is proved independently. That is, a previous vote has not
an influence on the next vote in the proof of validity of the ballot. Therefore,
the ballots which should be cancelled exclude from the computation of final
tally. However, Yamaguchi et al.’scheme does not satisfy the ballot-cancellation
property as it is. In their proof of validity of the ballot, a previous vote has
an influence on the next vote. Therefore, we modify this e-voting system to
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be satisfied the ballot-cancellation property. To modify this e-voting system,
we extend the homomorphism property of r-th residue encryption. The existing
homomorphism property of r-th residue encryption enables just to add up ballots.
Actually, we need the subtraction to cancel the ballots. We propose the extended
homomorphism property of r-th residue encryption.
Second, we propose a 1-out-of-L e-voting based on Yamaguchi et al.’s scheme.
In case of the 1-out-of-L e-voting, a voter has L possibilities and should prove
his vote is one of them. For this proof, we propose L possibilities for r-th residue
encryption. Moreover, we propose the proof of validity of ballot for our 1-out-of-
L e-voting based on r-th residue encryption. When we compare the computation
complexity of the proposed 1-out-of-L e-voting with that of the 1-out-of-L e-
voting based on ElGamal encryption, the computation complexity of the 1-out-
of-L e-voting based on ElGamal encryption has O(ML−1) and our 1-out-of-L
e-voting has just O(M), where M is the number of voters. In the case of the
1-out-of-L e-voting based on ElGamal encryption, we must compute for each
possibly as yes-no e-voting based on ElGamal encryption. However, we compute
the final tally for a lump in the proposed 1-out-of-L e-voting.
Finally, we extend our 1-out-of-L e-voting system to the ballot-cancellation
scheme. For our 1-out-of-L e-voting with the ballot-cancellation scheme, we use
the extended homomorphic r-th residue encryption, L possibilities and the proof
of validity of ballot for r-th residue encryption.

2 Apply Cramer et al.’s scheme and Yamaguchi et al.’s
scheme to Ballot-cancellation (1-out-of-2 e-voting
system)

In this section, we concentrate on two e-voting systems (Please refer to [2] and [8]
for the detaild contents). One is Cramer et al.’s scheme [2] and the other is Yam-
aguchi et al.’s scheme [8]. It is known that the former scheme is very efficient and
satisfies all requirements except for the receipt-freeness. The latter used double
encryption using r-th residue encryption and RSA cryptosystem. In this section,
we check whether two e-voting systems can be applied to the ballot-cancellation
scheme or not, and extend these e-voting systems to the ballot-cancellation prop-
erty. Cramer et al.’s scheme is able to have the ballot-cancellation property. In
their scheme, the proof of validity of the ballot on each ballot is proved indepen-
dently. That is, i vote has not an influence on i + 1 vote in the proof of validity
of the ballot. Therefore, the ballots which should be cancelled exclude from the
computation of final tally. When the multi-party omits the shared decryption
key of cancelled ballot, they should prove the validity of cancelled decryption
key. In this paper, we remain this problem as open problem. In order to ap-
ply Yamaguchi et al.’s scheme to the ballot-cancellation scheme, we need the
cancellation-center and the extended homomorphism property of r-th residue
encryption. In this scheme, center1 decrypts the double encrypted ballot and
gets the encrypted ballot Zi (See table 3). However, center1 does not cast the
encrypted ballot Zi until the deadline reached because center2 can get always
the vote from the encrypted ballot Zi during voting. So, Yamaguchi et al. used
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the commitment data Ci. Center1 cast the commitment data Ci instead of the
encrypted ballot Zi to the bulletin board. Also, center1 computes the multiplied
commitment data C(j,i) (See table 3). That is, i vote has an influence on i + 1
vote in the proof of validity of the ballot. This point is different with Cramer et
al.’s scheme.

3 1-out-of-L e-voting system based on Yamaguchi et al.
[8]

3.1 Model of our 1-out-of-L e-voting

Model
Our e-voting system consists of three-center; Center1, Center2 and Cancellation
Center.
- Voter (V) : A voter is divided to two voters; a (general) voter and an absentee
voter. We consider on a voter including an absentee voter. If the voter dies or
losts the right of casting the ballot before Election Day, the voter ’s ballot will
be cancelled, keeping privacy and verifiability.
- Center1(C1): The role of center1 is similar to that of [8]. She has the secret
key of the RSA cryptosystem and takes the double-encrypted ballots and invalid
ballots from the bulletin board. He computes the multiplied and encrypted valid
ballots from them using the extended homomorphism r-th residue encryption.
Then, he does not know the voting content because he can not decrypt the
encrypted ballot.
- Center2(C2): The role of center2 is similar to that of [8], too. He gets the
multiplied and encrypted valid ballots from the bulletin board, and computes
the final tally using his secret key.
- Cancellation-Center (CC) : After the voting time is over, cancellation-center
(CC) checks the result whether the ballot is cancelled or not on the bulletin
board. He should know the relation between the voter and the encrypted ballot.
CC does not participate in a vote calculation.
- Bulletin Board(BB): In the bulletin board, everyone can see whether a voter
votes or not. However, they can not erase and modify voting contents. Keeping
privacy of absentee voter, we can know only the fact whether the absentee voter
‘ s ballot is valid vote or not.

3.2 Our 1-out-of-L e-voting

Table 3 shows our 1-out-of-L e-voting system.

3.3 The computation of final tally

In this section, we compare the computation complexity of our 1-out-of-L e-
voting with that of 1-out-of-L e-voting based on ElGamal encryption. In 1-out-
of-L voting systems based on ElGamal encryption, we can get the finally tally
W as follows [2].

W = Gk1
1 Gk2

2 ...GkL

L
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Table 3. Our 1-out-of-L e-voting system

Phase 1. By Voter (V )
1-1. V oting − listL

i=1Gi L Generator (0 ≤ G1, ..., GL ≤ r)
1-2. V ← mi(i = 1, ..., L) from the set G1, ..., GL Voting
1-3. Zi = ymixr

i mod N2 (by C2’s public key y, N2) The first encryption
1-4. Ei ≡ Ze1

i mod N1 (by C1’s public key e1, N1) Double encryption
1-5. Ci ≡ GZi mod p0 Generate a commitment data
1-6. V → V erifier (’Proof of validity L possibilities for r-th residue encryption
on the voting content’)

1-7. (Hi)
dvi mod Nvi ← Hi = hash(Ei, Ci, MSGvi) A voter’s signature

1-8. (IDvi , Ei, Ci, MSGvi)
dvi mod Nvi) → BB Ballot casting

Phase 2. By Center 1 (C1)

2-1. Zi ≡ Ed1
i mod N1 Decryption

2-2. Compute GZi mod p0 and compare GZi mod p0 Proof of validity of encrypted vote
with Ci of the voter
2-3. C(j,i) = GZjZi mod p0 → BB Multiplication of the commitment data

(Zj : multiplication of the previous step,
Zi: current commitment data)

2-4. (Cj , Ci, C(j,i)) → BB Commitment data

2-5. (IDC1 , Z, MSGC1 , Hvi)
dC1 mod NC1) → BB Casting of multiplied vote

2-6. Z =
∏l

i=1
Zi = yMXr mod N2, where l is Multiplication of encrypted votes

the total number of ballots

Phase 3. By Center 2 (C2)
3-1. Verify (Cj , Ci, C(j,i)) Checking of center 1’s signature

3-2. Z =
∏l

i=1
Zi = yMXr mod N2, Decryption from encrypted voting content

M = k1G1 + k2G2 + ... + kLGL, X =
∏l

i=1
xi

3-3. M = k1G1 + k2G2 + ... + kLGL, where ki Final tally casting (See section 3.3)
(i = 1, ..., L) is each number of gained ballot

For the final tally, we should compute each ki from W as follows [3].
Note that the condition

∑L
i=1 ki = m,m ≤ M (m is the number of the voters

participating in the voting) can be exploited by reducing the problem to a search
for k1, ..., kL−1 satisfying

W/Gm
L = (G1/GL)T1(G2/GL)T2 ...(GL−1/GL)TL−1

The native method needs time O(mL−1). However, we get the final tally in our
1-out-of-L e-voting scheme as follows.

W = k1G1 + k2G2 + ... + kLGL

Therefore, the final tally can be computed with O(M).

Table 4. Comparison with the computation of the final tally

The final tally Computational Complexity

Our Scheme W = kiG1 + k2G2 + ... + kLGL O(M)

[2] W/Gm
L = (G1/GL)T1(G2/GL)T2 ...(GL−1/GL)TL−1 O(ML−1)
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4 Ballot-cancellation scheme based on our 1-out-of-L
e-voting

4.1 Our ballot-cancellation scheme

In this section, we introduce the ballot-cancellation scheme in 1-out-of-L e-
voting. We use the extended homomorphic r-th residue encryption(See section
1.2), L possibilities for r-th residue encryption and the proof of validity of bal-
lot (See section 1.2 and table 2). Center1 and center2 progress as table 3, and
cancellation-center checks only the right of casting the ballot of voters. That is,
after the deadline is reached, center1 computes the total multiplied ballots (Z)
and the multiplied of cancelled ballots (Zb).

Z = yMXr mod N2, M = k1G1 + ... + kLGL

Zb = yMbXr mod N2, Mb = k′1G1 + ... + k′LGL

Center 1 gets Zv from the following equation.

Zv = Z/Zb

Center 2 can get the final valid ballot Mv.

Zv = yMvXr mod N2, Mv = k′′1G1 + ... + k′′LGL

, where Mv = M −Mb = (k1G1 + ... + kLGL)− (k′1G1 + ... + k′LGL) = k′′1G1 +
... + k′′LGL. Each k′′i {i = 0, ...L} is the number of obtained ballot.

4.2 Security

In this section, we analyze security of ballot-cancellation scheme of 1-out-of-L
e-voting. The requirements for a secure 1-out-of-L e-voting keep up with those
of Yamaguchiet al.
Privacy Our ballot-cancellation scheme satisfies the following privacy condition.
To achieve privacy, a few approaches have been proposed [3].
It is impossible or computationally infeasible to see the actual vote, however it
is easy to see the identity of the voter.
For the ballot-cancellation, anyone has to know the relation between a voter
and his vote. In our e-voting scheme, cancellation center takes charge of that
part. However, he does not take part in the computation of vote and just check
the right of casting the ballot of the absentee voter. When center1 computes
the ballot-cancellation, he does not know the voting content because the voting
content is encrypted by center2’s public key. Also, center2 just computed the
final tally from the multiplied ballot. If center1 does not collude with center2, it
is guaranteed privacy.
Verifiability Everyone can verify the cancelled ballot through the bulletin
board. Also, they can know whether the votes are cancelled or not exactly using
commitment data Ci.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed first ballot-cancellation scheme for an absentee voter
based on Yamaguchi et al.’s scheme. Yamaguchi et. al proposed the e-voting sys-
tem based on double encryption for privacy, universal verifiability, and robust-
ness. We applied Yamaguchi et. al’s scheme to the ballot-cancellation scheme.
Moreover, we extended Yamaguchi et al.’s scheme to 1-out-of-L e-voting, and
proposed 1-out-of-L e-voting system with the ballot-cancellation property. For
the 1-out-of-L e-voting system with the ballot-cancellation property, we proposed
the extended homomorphic r-th residue encryption, L possibilities and the proof
of validity of ballot for r-th residue encryption.
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